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Dream of light

Designer Alberto Mancini about the 
new Ilumen: “when I started  sketching 

the Dominator 26 M Ilumen, I had 
two concepts in my mind: LIGHT and 

SPACE. My idea was to bring the space 
and the feeling of a mega yacht into a 26 

metre raised Pilot House.”
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New concept, new design, new solutions:
blurring the lines between interior and exterior spaces. 

Application of cutting-edge technologies: experience the new high performance 
hull and the revolutionary eco-propulsion system. Switch seamlessly from a 

silent, highly efficient cruise to a highly engaging sport mode.
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Merge your owner’s cabin with your own 
terrace by opening two sliding glass doors. 

Be one step away from taking in the sea 
air and marvelling at the horizon in front 

of you from your private bow terrace. 98

Experience the
                elements  
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Ef fortless privacy
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One step from the sea
Desire an exclusive beach area directly on the sea?

Ready to launch your adventure with the tender in the stern garage?
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Invite your guests to an amazing 55 square metre fly deck protected by a sleek 
carbon fibre hard top. Surprise your beloved ones with the comfortable bar 
station including grill, fridges and ice makers before you immerse yourself in 

your personal jacuzzi integrated between the aft sun pad and the dining table.
Luxurious hospitali ty
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Four selectable modes
 eDrive

 Pure electric mode
 VeDrive 6 kn

 EcoPro
 Electric mode
 Marine engine engages on demand
 Optimised for range
 Vcruise low 14 kn - 16 kn

 Comfort
 Electric mode
 Diesel engine engages on demand
 Optimised for power
 Vcruise high 22 kn - 24 kn

 Sport
 Both electric mode and Diesel engine are in use
 Batteries are constantly being charged
 Vcruise max 29 kn

The High Performance Hull (HPH) made of carbon fibre composite 
provides a weight reduction of 25% compared to standard hulls. It has 
a tensile strength 8 times higher than steel and not least, outstanding 

manoeuvrability and wave reduction through the innovative design.
A new dawn in technology
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Floor-to-ceiling windows and glazed side passages offer you limitless 
sea views. Enjoy an unrivalled scope for individualisation, setting you - 

as a Dominator owner - apart from standardised products. 
This is your personal declaration of independence!
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Main saloon
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Dominate the sea in your full beam owner’s suite of 30 square metres 
located forward on the main deck. Access your private bow terrace directly 

and enjoy the stunning panoramic view of up to 270 degrees. Owner’s suite
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A smoked grey mirror separates the cabin from 
the bathroom and shower keeping privacy and 

increasing the perception of space.

The horizon is not enough, enjoy the full blue sky. A retractable 
hard top can be opened directly above the owner’s king sized bed. 
At night, sleep under the stars to the sound of the sea. Never 
before will you have experienced the elements quite like this. 
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HPH (high performance hull)

 Length overall 26,5 m (registered length: 23,99 m)
 Maximum beam  6,72 m
 Draft 1,52 m
 Displacement approx. 69 tons (unloaded)
 Fuel tank capacity 9,000 L + 3,000 L Long Range
 Fresh water tank capacity 1,900 L
 Engines 2 x MAN, MTU or CAT from 1200 HP to 2400 HP
 Generator 2 x Genset 25 kw /50Hz

 Vmax 29 kn (semi-planing)
 Vcruise high 22 kn -  24 kn
 Vcruise low 14,5 kn (discplacement)
 Semi-displacement range with 10 kn = approx. 1,700 NM
 Long range with 10 kn = approx. 1,950 NM

 with 8 kn = approx. 3,000 NM

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION
 Owner’s cabin on main deck: min. 30 square metres
 Cabins + bathrooms: 5 + 5 (10 persons in 5 cabins)
 Crew cabins + bathrooms: 2 + 2 (captain + 2 crew in 2 cabins, 2 bathrooms)

Pictures copyright by Dominator Design & Development AG
Graphic design: Gaia Berti, Studio Zero.5
Printed: August 2014 - All rights reserved by Dominator International GmbH

There may be items shown in these photographs and artist impressions that are not included in the standard inventory of the models shown. Any eventual print mistake cannot be considered as object of claim.
The information in this brochure has been gathered and processed with scrupulous attention by Dominator International GmbH, nevertheless this information may contain printing errors or not be completely 
updated with regard to technical matters. The company reserves the right to change or update any information and to make improvements or changes to its products, without prior notice. This means that the 
information in this brochure does not in any way represent a guarantee, and it follows that Dominator International GmbH accepts no responsibility whatsoever for damage caused by access to this brochure. 
Anyone wishing to purchase a Dominator International GmbH product must check personally that the said product corresponds to descriptions and genuinely meets the needs and requirements of the purchaser.

Technical Specifications DOMINATOR D26 ILUMEN
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Flybridge

Main saloon

Lower Deck - Solution 01

Lower Deck - Solution 02

Is it t ime to see the light?



The Shipyard where luxury takes shape

Dominator is not just shape, beauty and luxury but also, and indeed 

most importantly, substance. We are skilled in responding to the 

needs of our clients, who consider yachting one of life’s pleasures, 

rather than a fashion trend.

Founded in 1999, the shipyard is based in Fano (Italy) and offers a 

range of top quality motoryachts. Our exclusive models stand out 

for their high production quality, reliability and sailing comfort.

Each model is designed and produced through the close working 

relationship between a team of international top-designers and the 

shipyard’s technical office which covers all the engineering features 

of the yacht development and building process.

The Dominator philosophy is to design and build custom-made yachts. 

Owners can make their yachts unique, in keeping with their way of 

understanding and experiencing the sea. This is possible by means 

of special technical and furnishing solutions, and the use of valuable 

materials and top quality finishes, enabling the shipyard to satisfy an 

extensive range of different expectations and demands.

Typically Italian styling and design are combined with Dominator’s 

custom-made spirit and the soundness and reliability of the yachts:

an incomparable match.

Today, the Dominator fleet comprises the yachts D640, D690, 

D720, D800, D880, D26M Ilumen and the ships D29M and D40M. 
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